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         The Drive iQ solution is simple for drivers to use and
offers an effective solution to improve driver behaviour.
 
The scoring basis and modular approach provides                                    
a focus for drivers to ensure they remain engaged                      
throughout and ultimately realise the benefits                                  
once completed.

Michael Tansey CMIOSH, DipCII 
UK Fleet Practice Lead
RSA Risk Consulting
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        Feedback has been positive and
engagement levels from drivers has been
equally impressive

Carl Fletcher
Safety & Environmental Manager
European Operations
Schneider Electric 
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        Well received by our drivers, easy to      
 navigate, concise and engaging. 

Tracy Barker
Fleet Manager
Nobia UK
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        I cannot recommend Drive iQ enough.

Implementation has been smooth,
customer service has been quick and
extremely helpful.

Mark Luddington GRADIOSH, MIIRSM
SHEQ Manager
Fuserail
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         I must say this is a great course and                     
I thoroughly enjoyed it and I'm looking                                    
forward to the next modules soon.

Ady Nash
National Plant Maintenance Manager
Restore
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        I’ve completed the Drive iQ programme and           
I am very impressed with the content and how
informative it has been. I'm very glad I had the
opportunity to be involved.

Graham Morrish 
Bishop's Move
Part of AGM Group
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         AXA recommends Drive iQ to our commercial fleets
because the programme is built on solid research and provides
every driver, whatever vehicle they drive, with the guidance               
and support they need to drive in a measured way because                  
they want to. 

Our motor fleet clients who provide this programme                                                  
to their driving population can benefit from lower                                                              
whole life vehicle costs, claims and safer drivers.

Doug Jenkins
Motor Technical Risk Manager
AXA Insurance
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         The Drive iQ programme has had a positive impact on me. 

The module highlighting drivers loss of focus during the last 10 minutes of their journey
was eye opening. It is true that drivers start focusing on evening plans as approaching
home. I myself, had a major accident in May 2021, while pulling onto my drive. 

The Drive iQ programme has educated me on remaining                                                                             
focused throughout the journey.

Shareen Jilka
Head of Risk & Governance and DPO
IM Group
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       We're really happy...

...that everyone who drives our vehicles completed their initial assessment and modules
and we look forward to completing more modules throughout the year. 

Feedback was very positive - everyone said it was easy and straightforward to use                     
and they were really engaged with the content. We can track everyone's                                           
progress within the MIS and chase them up if we need to. 

Thank you for helping to set it all up and roll it out, it brought
the team closer and helped in more ways than one.

Matthew Uden
Managing Director
W Uden & Sons Family Funeral Directors
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        I’ve completed the Drive iQ assessment and
modules and really enjoyed it. 

I found it very informative and thought
provoking, as I’m very guilty of driving                  
 on auto-pilot mode.  
 
Darren Norman ACII
Underwriter – Motor Fleet
RSA
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         QBE is delighted to partner with Drive iQ. 

We’re confident that the science underpinning this
safety and wellbeing coaching programme can
help lead to Smarter Drivers.

Jim Billings MSc CMILT MCMI
Senior Risk Manager 
Motor Risk Solutions 
QBE
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        The whole set up was really easy, 
the information was really clear and it
really helped to engage our drivers.

Caroline McDonough
Company Mentor 
Beaver Pest Control 
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